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Dealing with a Tree That Has Been Planted Incorrectly or Over Mulched 
 
 Does it still need to be staked or tied? 

A tree needs staking at planting time only if it is unable to stand upright without stakes, or if it 
needs protection from wind or people.  

If it is staked and or tied, how long do the stakes and ties need to remain in place? 
After a year the tree should be able to stand on its own. If its roots can’t hold it up after that 
period, there’s another issue to problem solve, such as poor roots, or soil conditions. These will 
not be resolved with staking.  

Is there an advantage to NOT staking? 
Trees that are unstaked will develop trunk girth faster, and will also have the strength to keep 
their posture when hit by wind.  

What if the ties have been on so long they are begining to grow into the bark? 
Untie trees immediately so that the material used to connect the stake to the tree doesn’t “girdle” 
or do any more damage to the bark. Girdling restricts water and food movement in a tree and 
leads to a decline in growth. It might even create a weak spot above the girdle that could break 
off sometime later. Also remove any labels or tags that are still attached.  
The tree came with a wrapping that was never removed.  What should I do? 

Remove any kind of trunk protecting wrapping that was installed at planting time. Just as with 
unnecessary staking, there is unnecessary wrapping. In a few specific situations trunk wrapping 
may have some value – trunk protection at digging or shipping time or heat protection if trees are 
planted into paved areas during the spring or summer.   

What kinds of problems occur if the wrapping is left in place? 
Wraps don’t encourage trees to become established and may actually cause problems. Bark 
rotting, enlargement of trunk breathing pores or “lenticels”, insect and disease problems and 
girdling from the wrapping’s method of attachment are just a few problems that can occur.   If a 
tree’s trunk is protected with a metal, plastic or other type of guard to prevent damage caused by 
machinery, animal feeding or vandalism, be sure it’s loose. Otherwise, girdling may occur at the 
guard site. 
The tree I have been asked to care for has at least a foot high pile of mulch around it.  What 
should I do? 
If you’re dealing with volcano mulch or have more than the recommended 3-4 inches of mulch, 
remove the excess. Mulch against the trunk encourages bark decay or disease or insect problems. 
Excessive mulch can also create a welcoming habitat for animals such as voles that might feed 
on the base of plants. While you remove excess mulch check to be sure that the trees and shrubs 



were not planted too deep. The trunk flare or root-stem transition area should be at the soil 
surface.  

What if the tree IS planted too deeply and I cannot see the flare at soil level? 
If the tree is too deeply set and has been in place for just a short time – three to six months – dig 
it up and plant is less deeply. If that’s not possible, remove soil from around the trunk base, 
gradually tapering back to grade. 

Is there anything to look for and remove at planting time that can cause problems in the 
future? 

Be sure that any root packaging or balling materials are removed at planting time. These include 
natural jute or synthetic burlaps, natural hemp or synthetic ropes, the tops of wire baskets, plastic 
sleeves, even plastic pots. Even the tops of “plantable” peat-paper fiber pots should be broken 
away. Their slow rate of biodegradation often limits root development and the fibers wick 
moisture away from the roots. 
 


